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This study explored the significance of shared growth wherein universities
co-exist and grow together, as an alternative development direction that can
enhance their collective competitiveness. It searched for measures to reform the
university system that can share tangible and intangible resources and strengthen
their connections and cooperation. To achieve these goals, research models were
designed through the analysis of previous studies and sharing theory, current
intramural and extramural status and tasks of university system, and domestic
and overseas policies to establish shared growth university system and case
studies were analyzed, along with the real condition, recognition, and demands
of universities. Based on the results of these analyses, plans to reform the
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university system for the shared growth of South Korean universities were
derived. As the main research method for multilateral reviews and the
establishment of policies that is highly appropriate for universities, literature
analysis, survey of expert opinions for the elaboration of the direction and
perspective of the study, survey of universities for the identification of the
current status, recognition, and demands of universities, survey of the recognition
and demands of experts in universities, student interviews (Focus Group
Interview), and Delphi Survey to explore reformation measures were conducted.
University system reformation measures for the shared growth of South Korean
universities, derived from the present study, were composed of ① core values, ②
reformation strategies, ③ proposed types of shared growth university system, and

④ policy measures. First, core values are closely related to the direction and
goals of the university system of South Korea, and the present study selected four
values, including educational growth, diversity, sustainability, and publicness.
Educational growth refers to the educational growth of students and the
innovation of universities. Diversity includes openness and acceptance, and it
benefits present and future generations as the source of exchange, innovation,
and originality creation. Sustainability includes fairness (generation, class, and
region) and communality. It considers connection and balance to be important
and attaches great importance to present and future, communal, and nationwide
perspectives. The key factors of publicness are the public values of higher
education (state responsibility) and the social responsibility of universities.
Four reformation strategies of specialization, consumer-centeredness, integrity,
and balanced development were set up as a principle or doctrine that must be
followed when the university system is reformed into one that is aimed at such
values. Characterization is inclusive of the diversification, functional differentiation,
select and concentration of the areas of comparative advantage. Consumer-centeredness
refers to the responsibility of universities toward the demands of students and
society. Integrity includes the efficiency of university management, eradication of
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corruption, and establishment of good governance. Balanced development
includes that of regions, knowledge domain, and governance.
Within the shared growth university system, a new classification was attempted
based on the level (density) of sharing and strategic focus and the previously
mentioned direction of shared growth university system (key values, reformation
strategies). First, sharing level (density) is categorized into linking, union, and
combination types. Each type can be further divided according to the scope of
sharing and a joint management organization. In linking type, multiple
universities cooperate based on partial partnership or agreement according to
their requirements, without having a separate joint management or operation
organization. In union type, multiple universities link or cooperate in certain
areas by separately operating a joint management organization, based on the
premise of independence and autonomy of each university. In combination type,
multiple universities unify and operate the main system for the overall operation
of the university, wherein the operation is institutionally and convergently
combined. Second, strategic focus is categorized into regional and functional
types. In regional type, the shared growth among universities within the region,
focusing on geographical proximity, regional characteristics, and the importance
of the development. Functional type is the shared growth among universities with
the mission, role, and function considered beyond the limitation of geographical
proximity. It is characterized by sophisticated and specialized function, role, and
mission of the university, and it can be considered a nationwide functional
sharing among universities. There were six types of shared growth university
system derived by combining the level of sharing (density) and strategic focus
including community linking, function linking, regional union, functional union,
regional

combination,

and

functional

combination

types.

These

were

comparatively analyzed based on effectiveness, reciprocality, and acceptability
and the results showed that, in terms of effectiveness, combination type (regional
type>functional type) was the highest, followed by union type (regional
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type>functional type), and linking type (regional type>functional type). In terms of
reciprocality, union type was the highest followed by combination type, and
linking type. In terms of acceptability, linking type (regional type>functional type)
was found to be the highest, followed by union type (regional type>functional
type), and combination type (regional type>functional type).
All universities can participate in one or more types in terms of the scope of
participating universities’ types according to their sharing level (density), when a
shared growth university system is being established throughout the nation. It is
necessary to consider that all universities participate in linking type, most
universities participate in union type, and some universities need to consider
participating in combination type. As the type of shared growth university that
needs strategic promotion at the national policy level, regional union, regional
combination, functional union, and functional combination types appear to be
appropriate. For gradual and phased promotion, changing from union type to
combination type in terms of sharing level (density), and regional pilot
implementation that fully utilizes geographic proximity in the early stages of
establishing shared growth university system based on the strategic focus of
sharing appears to be effective. However, in terms of individual university or
sharing body, the functional type may be appropriate depending on university
characteristics. As the representative measure of strategic promotion type, cases
of regional university unions (combination) of regional union (combination), and
base national university unions (combination) of functional union (combination)
were presented.
Finally, reformation measures and policy measures to promote shared growth
of universities and proposed types of shared growth university systems,
respectively, were derived for 19 specific tasks in five areas. Five policy measures
were legal and institutional, financial, human and material based, planning and
designing, and university innovation areas. Specific policy measures was classified
based on areas. They were as follows. First, in the legal and institutional areas,
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law improvement for the shared growth of universities, support for higher
education innovations and relaxation of regulations to activate sharing among
universities, and improvements in university assessment are required. Second, in
the financial area, strengthening financial support for the publicness of higher
education, introduction of financial support programs to promote the shared
growth of universities, and support for the operation of joint degrees between
two universities are required. Third, human and material based area require the
following:

The

establishment

of

multi-layered

governance

system

for

decision-making, management, and operation; formation of a social consensus to
secure the driving force of the reformation; strengthening the shared competence
of policy makers and university members; and establishment of shared platform
to activate university sharing. Fourth, planning and designing area require the
following: The establishment of a long-term national policy roadmap; multilateral
designs and phased implementations of shared growth university system;
improvement of a win-win system between sharing universities; expansion in the
scope of sharing; standardization for the activation of sharing; and establishment
of sharing management system. Fifth, in university innovation area, reestablishment
of university functions for the alleviation of university competition and ranking
system, promotion of the diversity, characterization, and specialization, and
creation the shared values of universities are required.
The present study proposed a shared growth university system as a breakthrough
to address the immediate concern areas for the universities and their existence
in such a situation wherein the importance of sharing and cooperation among
universities and various institutions surrounding them is emphasized. This
depends on the internal and external environments of higher education and
changes in the government’s higher education policy trends. Various instances of
exchanges and cooperation between universities have been pursued at the
university and policy levels thus far. However, theories and policies for actual
cooperation and sharing between universities, and the concepts, procedures, and
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plans for shared growth have not been established. Thus, the significance of the
present study lies in the derivation of a shared growth university system plan
from a unique perspective that is differentiated from previous reformation
measures, by identifying the current status of universities and the recognition and
demands of the concerned parties to define the concepts of the sharing of
universities and shared growth and to improve the suitability of the universities’
policies.

❑ Key words: shared growth, win-win growth, co-existence, university system,

sharing type, higher education policies
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